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New MDX App Working in Perfect Harmony with Symphony
- MDX Technology joins Symphony global partner program
Wednesday 4th October 2017 - London and New York - MDX Technology is pleased to
announce the integration of its leading real-time data distribution platform with Symphony,
the secure workflow and collaboration platform of choice for the global financial services
community. The first release of the new MDX Symphony App is planned for the end of 2017
and will allow users to display real-time market data in the Symphony environment and
collaborate with counterparties. MDX plans richer collaboration features in the next release.
MDX is also pleased to announce that it has joined the Symphony partner program and will
exhibit at the Symphony Innovate event in New York on 04/Oct/17.
The new MDX Symphony App enables users to display their own real-time market data,
retrieved through the MDX platform, within Symphony, providing an integrated workflow,
together with the ability to collaborate with counterparties. Symphony becomes another
“destination” extending the existing web and mobile collaboration capabilities of MDX. This
is a simple yet highly effective solution which uniquely exposes data from the internal
spreadsheets, applications and market data systems to Symphony users. The MDX Symphony
App will soon be available for immediate download from the Symphony Market. Richer
collaboration features are planned to include interactive term sheets and whiteboards,
among others.
Paul Watmough CEO of MDX commented. "We firmly believe the MDX Symphony App will
deliver significant benefits to our customers in helping them to collaborate with real-time
data more effectively in a totally secure environment. Our goal is to provide all our users with
an enriched experience providing them with solutions that allow them to collaborate with
their counterparties in their tool of choice. The availability of the MDX Symphony App was
the next logical step in extending the capabilities our platform to all our customers. We are

also delighted to be part of the Symphony global partner program and look forward to forging
a close working relationship with them going forward."
“We look forward to offering the MDX application to our growing community later this year,”
said Frederic Stemmelin, Vice President, Business Development at Symphony. “In particular,
we have heard from our customers that the commodities data available in the offering will be
of particular value to their workflow.”
About MDX
MDX is the market leading provider of advanced Microsoft Excel solutions for the global
trading community. Our highly flexible, bi-directional data connectivity, collaboration and
distribution platform ensures all our users get the data they need, where and when they need
it - on time, every time. These unique offerings have been created to enhance, and fully
support, the needs of both Sell and Buy side financial firms, Trading Venues, Inter Dealer
Brokers (IDBs) and Commodities and Energy firms. Our proven solutions, developed by the
industry’s leading experts in this field, are in daily use within some of the world’s premier
trading institutions. Clients include MarketAxess, 360T (part of Deutsche Bourse), TrailStone,
Marex Spectron and CMC Markets among others. MDX Technology is privately owned. The
Company is headquartered in London, with sales and customer support representation in all
the major financial centres, either directly or via our trusted international partner network.
For more information, go to - www.mdxtechnology.com.
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